18_06 Civil Cells for Dual Bridges

*Effective immediately with the next CONNECT workspace update.*

A new civil cell has been added, to the DGNLIB, for placing dual bridges on the plans.

The following seven reference prompts are to be selected on-screen in this sequence:

- Road Centerline (1/7)
- Bridge Begin Limit (2/7)
- Bridge End Limit (3/7)
- Road Right EOT Outside (4/7)
- Road Right EOT Inside (5/7)
- Road Left EOT Outside (6/7)
- Road Left EOT Inside (7/7)

To compliment the civil cells, I have also created these new “civil labels”:

- Begin Approach Slab Final
- Begin Approach Slab Preliminary
- Begin Bridge Final
- Begin Bridge Preliminary
- End Approach Slab Final
- End Approach Slab Preliminary
- End Bridge Final
- End Bridge Preliminary
Since civil labels are composed of civil geometry, they are dynamic in nature. Stationing is automatically adjusted, after placement, when the bridge limits change. These civil labels also honor the one-click Annotation Scale.